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Abstract
How to meet the demand for increasing number of users, higher data rates, and stringent quality-of-service
(QoS) in the beyond fifth-generation (B5G) networks? Cell-free massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) is
considered as a promising solution, in which many wireless access points cooperate to jointly serve the users by
exploiting coherent signal processing. However, there are still many unsolved practical issues in cell-free massive
MIMO systems, whereof scalable massive access implementation is one of the most vital. In this paper, we propose
a new framework for structured massive access in cell-free massive MIMO systems, which comprises one initial
access algorithm, a partial large-scale fading decoding (P-LSFD) strategy, two pilot assignment schemes, and one
fractional power control policy. New closed-form spectral efficiency (SE) expressions with maximum ratio (MR)
combining are derived. The simulation results show that our proposed framework provides high SE when using
local partial minimum mean-square error (LP-MMSE) and MR combining. Specifically, the proposed initial access
algorithm and pilot assignment schemes outperform their corresponding benchmarks, P-LSFD achieves scalability
with a negligible performance loss compared to the conventional optimal large-scale fading decoding (LSFD), and
scalable fractional power control provides a controllable trade-off between user fairness and the average SE.
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2I. INTRODUCTION
Cellular massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) is recognized as a component of the fifth-
generation (5G) networks [1]–[5]. Looking into the future, beyond 5G networks are expected to handle a
significantly larger number of accessing users and deliver high data rates, while providing a more uniform
quality-of-service (QoS) throughout the entire network [6]. These goals can be potentially be achieved
by cell-free massive MIMO [7]–[10], which inherits several virtues from cellular massive MIMO (in
particularly favorable propagation) while being capable of reaching the beyond 5G requirements.
The basic idea of cell-free massive MIMO is to deploy a large number of access points (APs), which
are arbitrarily distributed in the coverage area and connected to a central processing unit (CPU). Under the
coordination and computational assistance from the CPU, the APs jointly serve all user equipments (UEs)
on the same time-frequency resource by coherent joint transmission and reception [11]–[13]. Hence, cell-
free massive MIMO can be viewed as a structured approach to massive access. Firstly, its macro-diversity
can greatly improve the coverage probability compared to cellular technology [7], [8], [12]. Secondly,
interference is managed by letting a user-centric subset of the APs serve each user [14]–[16]. These two
features allow cell-free massive MIMO to accommodate more UEs than cellular networks, where inter-cell
interference and pilot shortage are the limiting factors.
Channel state information (CSI) is essential in multiple antenna systems, both cellular and cell-free [17].
It is usually acquired through pilot transmission between the UEs and APs. The pilot resources are limited
due to the natural channel variations in time and frequency domain, thus pilots must be reused between
UEs in cell-free massive MIMO [7]–[9], leading to the so-called pilot contamination. This phenomenon
both reduces the channel estimation quality, which makes coherent transmission less effective, and makes
it harder to reject interference between pilot-sharing UEs [17]. To limit these negative effects, a proper
pilot assignment is critical in cell-free massive MIMO networks, particularly in a massive access scenario
when the number of UEs K is roughly the same as the number of APs L.
While the benefits of cell-free massive MIMO over cellular massive MIMO are well established, it will
be very challenging to achieve a practically feasible implementation architecture. The first steps toward a
scalable implementation are taken in [15], [16], where the authors declare that a cell-free massive MIMO
network is required to guarantee the complexity and resource requirements of signal processing to be
finite for each AP as K →∞. Although an algorithm for joint initial access, pilot assignment, and power
control in cell-free massive MIMO networks have been proposed in [16], it was not designed for massive
3access scenario with L ≈ K and won’t perform well in this case. Hence, the main objective of this paper
is to design a framework for structured massive access in scalable cell-free massive MIMO networks,
including initial access, data decoding, pilot assignment, and power control. The imperfect CSI, spectral
efficiency (SE), user density, and fairness among the UEs are also taken into account.
A. Related Works
There is a large body of research on massive access in cellular massive MIMO [18]–[25]. According to
the user density in the network, massive access can be divided into structured access and random access.
When the number of pilots is smaller than the number of UEs, but not dramatically like in Internet of
Things (IoT) networks [26], structured access where each user is allocated a dedicated pilot resource is
preferable [18]. In contrast, random access might outperform structured access in highly crowded scenarios.
Structured access has been considered in [19], [20]. Specifically, the authors in [19] proposed a beam
division multiple access to simultaneously serve multiple UEs via different beams in a multiuser massive
MIMO network. From the perspective of array signal processing, the authors in [20] treated the multiuser
massive MIMO as a type of non-orthogonal angle division multiple access to simultaneously serve multiple
UEs. On the other hand, in [21], the authors improved the random access performance by averaging the
pilot contamination across the transmission slots. In [22], the authors viewed the contaminated pilot signals
as a graph code and analytically optimized performance by performing iterative belief propagation. The
authors in [23] proposed a non-Bayesian algorithm to detect the activity of a large number of UEs for
massive unsourced random access. Since the cell-free massive MIMO is widely used in indoor and hotspots
scenarios, we focus on improving the structured access methods by suppressing the pilot contamination.
Cell-free massive MIMO was proposed in [7], [8], but builds on the heritage of coordinated multipoint
[17, Sec. 7.4.3]. Four different ways to divide the signal processing between the APs and CPU are
considered in [12]. The most promising distributed implementation uses minimum mean-squared-error
(MMSE) combining along with large-scale fading decoding (LSFD) [27]. While all APs initially served
all UEs, the user-centric approach has later become the leading way to achieve a practically implementable
architecture [14]–[16], [28]. Several pilot assignment methods have been considered in the literature [9],
including random assignment and brute-force optimization. A greedy algorithm was considered in [7]
but it focused on limiting the coherent interference, which might not be the dominant part of pilot
contamination and is also not scalable. Additionally, pilot assignment schemes based on tabu-search
and K-means clustering were provided in [29] and [30], respectively. The former is also not scalable,
4while we will look into ways to improve the K-means approach in this paper. It was shown in [16] that
pilot assignment can be made scalable by providing each accessing UE with the least bad pilot, but no
optimization was carried out and the method is only evaluated for L≫ K for which pilot assignment is
fairly easy.
B. Main Contributions
In this paper, we design a structured massive access uplink framework for scalable cell-free massive
MIMO systems. Our main contributions are given as follows.
1) We propose a scalable partial LSFD (P-LSFD) strategy for multi-antenna APs, which achieves
roughly the same performance comparing to the optimal alternative.
2) We propose a scalable algorithm based on a competitive mechanism which enables a large number
of UEs to access the network and select the appropriate APs for service.
3) We propose two pilot assignment schemes for structured massive access, namely User-Group scheme
and interference-based K-means (IB-KM) scheme. Both of them are designed to suppress the mutual
interference from the pilot sharing among UEs by partitioning the UEs in a proper manner, and
shown to outperform the benchmarks.
4) We propose a scalable fractional power control policy where a suitable tradeoff between fairness
and average SE can be found by adjusting a parameter.
5) We derive two novel closed-form SE expressions with maximum ratio (MR) combining, whereof
one is suitable for arbitrarily fixed pilot assignment schemes and the other is dedicated to the random
pilot switching scheme.
C. Paper Outline and Notations
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the system model for scalable
cell-free massive MIMO. The proposed P-LSFD strategy and its closed-form SE expression with MR
combining are also provided in this section. Section III proposes a scalable algorithm for massive UEs
to accessing the network and selecting APs for service. Another closed-form SE expression with MR
combining and random pilot switching is provided in Section IV, and two novel pilot assignment schemes
are proposed. The performance of the proposed structured massive access framework is numerically
evaluated in Section VI. Finally, the major conclusions and implications are drawn in Section VII.
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Fig. 1. A user-centric cell-free massive MIMO network, where each UE is served by as subset of APs.
Boldface lowercase letters, x, denote column vectors and boldface uppercase letters, X, denote matrices.
Xij and X·j denote the entry (i, j) and the jth column of matrix X, respectively. The superscripts
T, ∗,
and H denote transpose, conjugate, and conjugate transpose, respectively. The n × n identity matrix is
In. We use
∆
= for definitions and diag (A1, . . . ,An) for a block-diagonal matrix with the square matrices
A1, . . . ,An on the diagonal. The multi-variate circularly symmetric complex Gaussian distribution with
correlation matrix R is denoted NC (0,R). The expected value of x is denoted as E {x}. We denote by
‖x‖2 the Euclidean norm of x. We use |A| and A (n) to denote the cardinality and the nth element of
the set A, respectively.
II. SYSTEM SETUP
We consider a cell-free massive MIMO system consisting of K single-antenna UEs and L APs equipped
with N antennas. As illustrated in Fig. 1, all APs are connected to a CPU in an arbitrary fashion. We
assume that the fronthaul connections are error-free since the focus of this paper is not on fronthaul
provisioning. The channel between AP l and UE k is denoted as hkl ∈ CN . The standard block fading
model is considered [17], where hkl is constant in time-frequency blocks of τc channel uses. In each block,
an independent realization from a correlated Rayleigh fading distribution is drawn as hkl ∼ NC (0,Rkl),
where Rkl is the spatial correlation matrix describing the spatial property of the channel, and βkl
∆
=
tr (Rkl) /N is the large-scale fading coefficient that describes pathloss and shadowing. The fading channels
of different links are independently distributed. We assume that deterministic information is known to the
system; in particular, the spatial correlation matrices {Rkl} are available at the APs and the geographic
locations of the APs is available at the CPU.
6In order to achieve scalability in the system, we define a set of block-diagonal matrices Dk =
diag (Dk1, . . . ,DkL), for k = 1, . . . , K, where Dkl ∈ CN×N is a diagonal matrix determining the antenna
configuration at AP l for UE k. More precisely, the nth diagonal entry of Dkl is 1 if the nth antenna
of AP l is allowed to transmit to and decode signals from UE k and 0 otherwise. Moreover, we define
a matrix A ∈ RL×K specifying the AP selection between UEs and APs, where the entry Akl = 1 if
tr (Dkl) > 0 and 0 otherwise. For the conciseness of mathematical descriptions, we denote by Mk =
{l : Akl = 1, l ∈ {1, . . . , L}} the subset of APs serving UE k, and Dl = {k : Akl = 1, k ∈ {1, . . . , K}}
the subset of UEs served by AP l.
For the uplink transmission, we have τp channel uses dedicated to pilots and the rest τc − τp channel
uses for payload data. The two phases are described below. Notice that the results of this paper are
not limited in the systems operating in time-division duplex (TDD), but also apply to frequency-division
duplex (FDD) mode, since the uplink works the same procedure in both duplex modes.
A. Pilot Transmission and Channel Estimation
We assume there are τp mutually orthogonal τp-length pilot signals φ1, . . . ,φτp satisfying ‖φt‖2 = τp,
with τp being a constant independent of K. Every UE is assigned to a pilot when it accesses the network.
We consider a massive access scenario with a large number of UEs, in the sense thatK > τp. Hence, several
UEs share the same pilot and these are referred to as pilot-sharing UEs. We denote by tk ∈ {1, . . . , τp}
the index of the pilot assigned to UE k, and Sk the set of pilot-sharing UEs of UE k, including UE k
itself. When the UEs in Sk transmit pilot φtk , AP l receives the pilot signal yptkl ∈ CN as [17, Sec. 3]
y
p
tkl
=
∑
i∈Sk
√
τppihil + ntkl, (1)
where pi denotes the pilot transmit power of UE i and ntkl ∼ NC (0, σ2IN) is the thermal noise. The
MMSE estimate of hkl for k ∈ Sk is given by [17, Sec. 3]
hˆkl =
√
τppkRklΨ
−1
tkl
y
p
tkl
, (2)
where
Ψtkl = E
{
y
p
tkl
(
y
p
tkl
)H}
=
∑
i∈Sk
τppiRil + σ
2IN (3)
7is the correlation matrix of (1). The estimate hˆkl and estimation error h˜kl = hkl − hˆkl are independent
vectors distributed as hˆkl ∼ NC (0,Bkl) and h˜kl ∼ NC (0,Ckl), where
Bkl = E
{
hˆklhˆ
H
kl
}
= τppkRklΨ
−1
tkl
Rkl, (4)
Ckl = E
{
h˜klh˜
H
kl
}
= Rkl −Bkl. (5)
Note that (1) indicates that sharing pilot φtk among the UEs in Sk generates mutual interference, and
consequently degrades the system performance, which is the so-called pilot contamination.
B. Uplink Data Transmission
During the uplink data transmission, AP l receives the signal yl ∈ CN from all UEs, as
yl =
K∑
i=1
hilsi + nl, (6)
where si ∼ NC (0, pi) is the signal transmitted from UE i with power pi and nl ∼ NC (0, σ2IN) is the
independent receiver noise.
For the large-scale network deployment, we prefer to offload most of the computational tasks to the
APs to avoid overloading the CPU. More specifically, every AP preprocesses its signal by computing local
estimates of the data and then passes them to the CPU for final decoding, which is the so-called LSFD.
Although all APs can physically receive the signal from all UEs, only the APs in the set Mk take part
in the signal detection for UE k due to the AP selection. We denote by akl ∈ CN the combining vector
selected by AP l for UE k, where k ∈ Dl. Then, the local estimate of sk is given by
s˜kl = a
H
klDklyl = a
H
klDklhklsk + a
H
klDkl
K∑
i=1, i 6=k
hilsi + a
H
klDklnl. (7)
Any combining vector can be adopted in the above expression. MR combining with aMRkl = hˆkl was
considered in [27], while [16] has recently advocated for using the local partial MMSE (LP-MMSE)
combining
aLP−MMSEkl = pk
(∑
i∈Dl
pi
(
hˆilhˆ
H
il +Cil
)
+ σ2IN
)−1
hˆkl. (8)
Then the local estimates {s˜kl} are sent to the CPU, where they are linearly combined by using the
weights {wkl} to obtain sˆk =
L∑
l=1
w∗kls˜kl, which is eventually used to decode sk. From (7), we have the
8final estimate of sk, as
sˆk = a
H
kW
H
kDkhksk +
K∑
i=1, i 6=k
aHkW
H
kDkhisi + a
H
kW
H
kDkn, (9)
where Wk = diag (wk1IN , . . . , wkLIN) ∈ C(LN)×(LN).
Since the CPU does not have the knowledge of channel estimates, we utilize the so-called use-and-
then-forget (UatF) bound [17, Th. 4.4] to obtain the achievable SE.
Lemma 1. The achievable SE for UE k of cell-free massive MIMO is
SEk =
(
1− τp
τc
)
log2 (1 + SINRk) , (10)
where SINRk is given by
SINRk =
pk
∣∣E{aHkWHkDkhk}∣∣2
K∑
i=1
pi E
{∣∣aHkWHkDkhi∣∣2}︸ ︷︷ ︸
E
(2)
ik
− pk
∣∣E{aHkWHkDkhk}∣∣2︸ ︷︷ ︸
∣
∣
∣E
(1)
k
∣
∣
∣
2
+σ2 E
{∥∥DkWHk ak∥∥2}︸ ︷︷ ︸
E
(3)
k
=
pk
∣∣wHk vk∣∣2
wHk
(
K∑
i=1
piΛ
(1)
ki − pkvkvHk + σ2Λ(2)k
)
wk
, (11)
where
wk = [wkl, . . . , wkL]
T, (12)
vk =
[
E
{
aHk1Dk1hk1
}
, . . . ,E
{
aHkLDkLhkL
}]T
, (13)
Λ
(1)
ki =
[
E
{
aHklDklhilh
H
ijDkjakj
}
: l, j = 1, . . . , L
]
, (14)
Λ
(2)
k =diag
(
E
{‖Dk1ak1‖2} , . . . ,E{‖DkLakL‖2}) , (15)
and the expectations are with respect to all sources of randomness.
Proof: It follows the similar approach as in [17, The. 4.4], but for the received signal in (9).
The structure of (11) is a generalized Rayleigh quotient with respect to wk. As a consequence, the
maximum value of SINRk is achieved as [17, Lem. B.10]
SINRk = pkv
H
k
(
K∑
i=1
piΛ
(1)
ki − pkvkvHk + σ2Λ(2)k
)−1
vk, (16)
9TABLE I
FRONTHAUL LOAD RELATED TO THE STATISTICAL PARAMETERS AND THE COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY OF THE WEIGHTING VECTOR.
Scheme Fronthaul load (complex scalars) Computational complexity
LSFD K |Mk|+
(
|Mk|
2K2+K |Mk|
)
/2
(
|Mk|
2+|Mk|
2
)
K + |Mk|
3−|Mk|
3
+ |Mk|
2
P-LSFD |Pk| |Mk|+
(
|Mk|
2|Pk|
2+ |Pk| |Mk|
)
/2
(
|Mk|
2+|Mk|
2
)
|Pk|+
|Mk|
3−|Mk|
3
+ |Mk|
2
with the optimal LSFD weight
wLSFDk =
(
K∑
i=1
piΛ
(1)
ki + σ
2Λ
(2)
k
)−1
vk. (17)
The fronthaul load required to gather all the statistical matrices for computing the LSFD vector in (17)
and the related computational complexity are summarized in Table I. Clearly, they grow very fast with
the size of the network, making the implementation of the optimal LSFD unscalable.
To achieve the implementation, we propose to use the alternative P-LSFD vector as
wP−LSFDk =
(∑
i∈Pk
piΛ
(1)
ki + σ
2Λ
(2)
k
)−1
vk, (18)
where Pk = {i : AklAil 6= 0, l ∈ {1, . . . , L}} is the index set of the UEs which are served by partially
the same APs as UE k. Only those UEs in Pk might cause substantial interference to UE k. Note that
|Pk| ≤ (τp − 1) |Mk| + 1, where the upper bound is achieved in the unlikely case that all the APs
in Mk serve UE k but otherwise serve entirely different sets of UEs. Importantly, the upper bound is
independent of K. The fronthaul load related to the statistical parameters and the total number of complex
multiplications required by P-LSFD is given in Table I. It is important to note that the proposed P-LSFD
is a scalable strategy whose complexity does not grow with K.
The expectations in (11) cannot be computed in closed-form when using LP-MMSE, but can be easily
computed using Monte-Carlo simulations. Similar to [17, Cor. 4.5], we can obtain the following closed-
form expression as a simple baseline when using MR combining.
Lemma 2. If MR combining with aMRkl = hˆkl is used, the expectations in (11) become
E
(1)
k = w
H
k ukk, (19)
E
(3)
k = w
H
kΩ
(2)
k wk, (20)
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and
E
(2)
ik = w
H
kΩ
(1)
ki wk +


pi
pk
wHk ukiu
H
kiwk if i ∈ Sk,
0 otherwise,
(21)
where
uki =
[
tr
(
Dk1Bk1R
−1
k1Ri1
)
, · · · , tr (DkLBkLR−1kLRiL)]T, (22)
Ω
(1)
ki = diag {tr (Dk1Bk1Ri1) , . . . , tr (DkLBkLRiL)} , (23)
and
Ω
(2)
k = diag {tr (DklBkl) , · · · , tr (DklBkl)} . (24)
Proof: It follows the similar approach as in [17, Cor. 4.5], but for the received signal in (9).
III. INITIAL ACCESS AND AP SELECTION
When UE k accesses the network, it selects its serving APs, i.e., the APs in Mk. However, it cannot
make this choice entirely freely since each AP only supports a limited number of UEs [16]. More precisely,
each AP can only manage τp UEs, to avoid strong pilot contamination. Therefore, we adopt the following
key assumption from [16].
Assumption 1. Each AP serves at most one UE per pilot and uses all its N antennas to serve these UEs.
The above assumption implies that |Dl| ≤ τp and
Dkl =


IN if k ∈ Dl
0N otherwise
, (25)
for l = 1, . . . , L.
In order to satisfy Assumption 1 and guarantee every UE at least has one serving AP, we develop an
algorithm based on a competitive mechanism. The main idea is that UE k needs to compete for AP l with
τp UEs that might already be served by AP l. We denote by k
∗ the index of the UE with the smallest
large-scale fading coefficient in {k} ∪ Dl. UE k succeeds if k 6= k∗. Then UE k∗ puts l into its blacklist
Bk∗ ⊂ {1, . . . , L}, which means AP l is no longer available for UE k∗. This is reasonable since the UEs
that have won the competition have better channel conditions than UE k∗, and thus UE k∗ cannot win
any competition regarding AP l. Moreover, if |Bk∗| reaches L − 1, which means UE k∗ has lost every
11
competition it participated in, then UE k∗ is added into the list LUE and assigned to the only AP that is
left; consequently, UE k∗ no longer needs to participate in another competition. LUE prevents the UEs
in weak channel conditions from being abandoned. We denote by LUE the list in ascending order, which
comprises the indices of the UEs which have not finished their AP selections yet. The algorithm initiates
with LUE = {1, . . . , K}, LUE = ∅, {Mk = ∅ : k = 1, . . . , K}, and {Bk = ∅ : k = 1, . . . , K}.
Our proposed AP selection algorithm operates through the following steps.
1) UE k = LUE (1) measures its large-scale fading coefficients with the APs in LAP,k, where LAP,k =
{1, . . . , L} / {Mk ∪ Bk} is the list comprising the indices of the APs which are available for UE k.
2) UE k finds the AP
l = arg max
j∈LAP,k
βkj (26)
If |Dl| < τp, UE k takes AP l as its serving AP by Mk ∪ {l}, and repeats Step 2) to seek for more
APs; otherwise, a competition is needed, which is elaborated in Step 3).
3) A competition occurs when UE k attempts to select AP l while AP l already has τp UEs in Dl.
The principle is that AP l gives priority to the UEs in stronger channel conditions. Therefore, AP
l finds the “weakest” UE
k∗ = arg min
i∈{k}∪Dl/LUE
βil. (27)
If k∗ = k, UE k puts l into Bk; otherwise, UE k succeeds UE k∗ in Dl, and UE k∗ puts l into
Bk∗ . After the competition, UE k goes back to Step 2) for another available AP, until LAP,k = ∅ or
k ∈ LUE. In the case of k ∈ LUE, UE k selects whatever AP left in LAP,k. If the only AP l′ left in
LAP,k already has τp UEs in Dl′ , then AP l′ turns to serve UE k instead of UE
k′ = arg min
i∈Dl′/LUE
βil. (28)
By then, UE k finishes its AP selection and is moved from LUE by LUE/ {k}.
4) Go back to Step 1) for the next UE, until LUE = ∅.
Based on the results of the AP selection, we construct the matrix A. The pseudo code of this algorithm
is given in Algorithm 1.
IV. PILOT ASSIGNMENT
A proper pilot assignment improves the system performance by suppressing the pilot contamination,
12
Algorithm 1: Initial Access and AP Selection.
Input: {βkl}, LUE, LUE, {Mk}, {Bk}, {Dl}
Output: {Mk}
1 for k ∈ LUE do
2 repeat
3 LAP,k ← {1, . . . , L} / {Mk ∪ Bk};
4 if LAP,k = ∅ then
5 break;
6 else
7 if k ∈ LUE then
8 Mk ← {l′} = LAP,k;
9 if |Dl′| = τp then
10 k′ = argmini∈Dl′/LUEβil;
11 Mk′ ←Mk′/ {l′};
12 break;
13 else
14 l = argmaxj∈LAP,kβkj;
15 Mk ←Mk ∪ {l};
16 if |Dl| > τp then
17 k∗ = argmini∈Dl/LUEβil;
18 Bk∗ ← Bk∗ ∪ {l};
19 if |Bk∗| = L− 1 then
20 LUE ← LUE ∪ {k∗};
21 Mk∗ ←Mk∗/ {l};
22 until break;
23 final;
particularly, in the massive access scenario. In this section, we derive a novel closed-form SE expression
when random pilot switching is applied. Meanwhile, we elaborate the drawback of random pilot assign-
ment, and propose two novel pilot assignment schemes dedicating to suppressing the pilot contamination.
A. Random Pilot Assignment and Random Pilot Switching
When the random pilot assignment scheme is applied, every UE in the network is assigned a pilot at
random from τp orthogonal pilots and uses it in all blocks. Random pilot switching is another approach
to assign pilots, in which each UE does not pick one pilot at random, but switches between pilots in a
random fashion over blocks to average over the pilot contamination [31]. When random pilot switching
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is applied, the pilot-sharing UEs for UE k will vary. We use a binary random variable
χik =


1 if i ∈ Sk,
0 otherwise,
i = 1, . . . , K (29)
instead of Pk to indicate whether a UE i is a pilot-sharing UE of UE k or not, since it is easier to define
the statistics of χik than Pk. The probability of χik = 1 is 1τp and 1 − 1τp otherwise. With this notation,
the despreaded pilot signal received at AP l in (1) can be rewritten as
y
p
tkl
=
√
τppkhkl +
K∑
i=1, i 6=k
χik
√
τppihil + ntkl. (30)
As a consequence, we have
Ψtkl = E{h}
{
y
p
tkl
(
y
p
tkl
)H}
= τppkRkl +
K∑
i=1, i 6=k
χikτppiRil + σ
2IN , (31)
where E{h} {·} denotes the expectation with respect to the channel and noise realizations. Since no
randomness appears in χkk = 1, we rewrite the SINR expression in (11) as
SINRk =
pk
∣∣∣E(1)k ∣∣∣2
K∑
i=1,i 6=k
piE
(2)
ki + pkE
(2)
kk − pk
∣∣∣E(1)k ∣∣∣2 + σ2E(3)k
(32)
for the following derivation. A closed-form expression of SINR when using MR combining and random
pilot switching is obtained as follows.
Corollary 1. If MR combining with aMRkl = B
−1
kl hˆkl is used, the expectations in (32) become
E
(1)
k = w
H
k u¯kk, (33)
E
(3)
k = w
H
k Ω¯
(2)
k wk, (34)
E
(2)
kk = w
H
k
(
Ω¯
(1)
kk + u¯kku¯
H
kk
)
wk, (35)
and
E
(2)
ik = w
H
k
(
Ω¯
(1)
ki +
pi
τppk
u¯kiu¯
H
ki
)
wk, i 6= k, (36)
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where
u¯ki =
[
tr
(
Dk1Ri1R
−1
k1
)
, . . . , tr
(
DkLRiLR
−1
kL
)]T
, (37)
Ω¯
(1)
ki = diag
{
tr
(
DklB¯
−1
kl Ril
)
, . . . , tr
(
DklB¯
−1
kl Ril
)}
, (38)
Ω¯
(2)
k = diag
{
tr
(
Dk1B¯
−1
k1
)
, . . . , tr
(
DkLB¯
−1
kL
)}
, (39)
and
B¯−1kl = E{χ}
{
B−1kl
}
=
1
τppk
R−1kl
(
K∑
i=1, i 6=k
E{χ} {χik} τppiRil + τppkRkl + σ2IN
)
R−1kl
=
1
τppk
R−1kl
(
τppkRkl +
K∑
i=1, i 6=k
piRil + σ
2IN
)
R−1kl , (40)
with the fact that E {χik} = 1τp , i 6= k, where E{χ} {·} denotes the expectation with respect to χ.
Proof: The proof follows the similar approach as in [32, Appe. D], but the derivation is performed
by first computing the expectations with respect to h, then computing the expectations with respect to χ.
Note that the normalization of hˆkl with B
−1
kl in Corollary 1 makes the expected channel gain equal to
wHk u¯kk as in (33), and thereby enables us to derive the closed-form expressions in Corollary 1.
We treat the closed-form SE expression obtained in Corollary 1 as a “worst” case, since all UEs in
the network are possibly suffering from strong pilot contamination in random pilot switch. Therefore,
we mainly consider the random pilot assignment, which is widely considered in previous works, as a
benchmark. The reason is that two UEs that are close to each other will occasionally share the same pilot
and then create strong mutual interference. This can be avoided by a structured pilot assignment.
B. Interference-Based K-Means Pilot Assignment Scheme
A K-means-type pilot assignment scheme was proposed in [30] and we call it geography-based K-
means (GB-KM) pilot assignment since the geographic location of the UEs is utilized. Inspired by this
scheme, we propose another K-means-type pilot assignment scheme where instead the distances between
all UEs and APs are considered. Note that no extra processing is needed for this distance information
since it is intermediate when the APs and CPU obtain {Rkl}. Since this scheme aims to suppress the
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Fig. 2. An example of Assumption 2. (a) UE 1: d1 = [75, 50, 70, 45]
T
, A·1 = [0, 1, 0, 1]
T
; (b) UE 2: d2 = [45, 60, 55, 65]
T
, A·2 =
[1, 0, 1, 0]T; (c) UE 3: d3 = [65, 60, 55, 50]
T
, A·3 = [0, 1, 1, 1]
T
.
interference generated by the pilot-sharing UEs, we refer it to as IB-KM pilot assignment scheme. Before
we elaborate the scheme, we first make the following key assumption.
Assumption 2. The level to the inter-user interference generated by UE i and UE k is indicated by
Disik = ‖diag (di)A·i − diag (dk)A·k‖22 , (41)
where di = [di1, . . . , diL]
T
and A·i denote the distance and serving relationship between UE i and all
APs. The smaller values of Disik indicate the stronger inter-user interference could be generated if UE i
and UE k share the same pilot.
The rationale behind Assumption 2 is that the inter-user interference occurs when the pilot-sharing
UEs communicate with the same AP. The strength of the interference depends on the signal power of the
pilot-sharing UEs, which is mainly determined by the distances between the pilot-sharing UEs and the
same AP when the channel distribution and the transmit power are roughly the same. A simple example
with 3 UEs and 4 APs is provided in Fig. 2 to explain Assumption 2. The distances between UE k and
its serving APs (i.e., diag (dk)A·k) are marked with “Serving” in Fig. 2. In the example, we can see that
UE 2 and UE 3 are located in the similar positions but served by different subsets of APs (M2 = {1, 3}
and M3 = {2, 3, 4}). When comparing the cases of these 3 UEs in Fig. 2, we can conclude that UE 1
16
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Fig. 3. A cell-free massive MIMO network with K-means pilot assignment, where 9 UEs are separated into 2 clusters center on 2 centroids.
5 pilots are reused in each clusters.
and UE 2 will generate less inter-user interference if they share the same pilot than UE 1 and UE 3. The
reason is that UE 1 and UE 2 are served by disjoint subsets of APs while UE 1 and UE 3 have a common
serving AP, i.e., AP 3. Then we back to (41) and find that Dis12 = 9150 > Dis13 = 315, since Disik
indicates the difference between service quality of UE i and UE k from the APs of their corresponding
Mi and Mk.
Based on Assumption 2, the basic idea of the IB-KM pilot assignment scheme is that the K UEs
are separated into ⌈K/τp⌉ disjoint clusters centering on ⌈K/τp⌉ centroids, whose minimum Dis with
each other is as large as possible. When the APs are deployed, the location of these centroids can be
trained with a large number of points randomly locating in the coverage area ,which could be generated
by the MATLAB function “rand” [30]. Every such cluster comprises at most τp UEs, which have the
smallest values of the Dis with the corresponding centroid. UEs in the same cluster are assigned mutually
orthogonal pilots, as shown in Fig. 3. The algorithm initiates with {Cm = ∅ : m = 1, . . . , ⌈K/τp⌉} and
ε = 0.001. Note that the distance between APs and UEs {dk} is generated when the spatial correlation
matrices {Rkl} are generated, which depends on the simulation setup.
Our proposed IB-KM pilot assignment scheme operates through the following steps.
1) Arbitrarily generate Kp points and ⌈K/τp⌉ centroids in the coverage area, where Kp is a large
number. Each point and centroid measures its distance with all APs, generates distance vector
d′p =
[
d′p1, . . . , d
′
pL
]T
, p = 1, . . . , Kp and µm = [µm1, . . . , µmL]
T
, m = 1, . . . , ⌈K/τp⌉, respectively.
2) Each point selects the centroid
m∗ = arg min
1≤m≤⌈K/τp⌉
∥∥d′p −µm∥∥22, p = 1, . . . , Kp, (42)
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and join the corresponding cluster Cm∗ .
3) Each centroid updates its distance vector as
µ′m =
1
|Cm|
∑
p∈Cm
d′p, m = 1, . . . , ⌈K/τp⌉ , (43)
and go back to step 1), until
max
1≤m≤⌈K/τp⌉
‖µ′m − µm‖22 < ε, (44)
where ε is a small number.
4) Each UE generates its distance vector di = [di1, . . . , diL]
T
, i = 1, . . . , K.
5) Each UE selects the centroid
m∗ = arg min
1≤m≤⌈K/τp⌉
‖diag (di)A·i − µm‖22, i = 1, . . . , K, (45)
and join in the corresponding cluster Cm∗ . A competition mechanism similar to the one in Algorithm
1 could be applied if a generic centroid m is selected by more than τp UEs. Or more succinctly,
each cluster chooses τp UEs with the smallest values of Dis with the corresponding centroid in
sequence, until all UEs are allocated into ⌈K/τp⌉ disjoint clusters; a UE only can be chosen by one
cluster.
6) Find a cluster with τp UEs and arbitrarily assign the UEs τp mutually orthogonal pilots. Without
loss of generality, we assume |C1| = τp and assign the UEs in C1 pilots
{
φ1, . . . ,φτp
}
.
7) Each UE in C1 finds UE
i∗ = argmax
i∈Cm
‖diag (di)A·i − diag (dk)A·k‖22, k ∈ C1, (46)
in Cm, m = 2, . . . , ⌈K/τp⌉, and shares pilot with this UE. If a UE i∗ in Cm is selected by multiple
UEs in C1, then only the UE, whose value of Dis with UE i∗ is the largest, shares pilot with UE
i∗; the rest UEs find another UE based on (46), until each UE in the network are assigned a pilot.
The pseudo code of this algorithm is given Algorithm 2.
One way to view the K-means-type pilot assignment method is that it dynamically divides the network
into subareas, defined by the centroids, where each pilot is only used once. From this perspective, the
network is divided into cells but we stress that the rest of the processing in the network is performed
in cell-free manner. Although the IB-KM pilot assignment scheme separates the UE clusters as far as
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Algorithm 2: IB-KM Pilot Assignment.
Input: {dk},
{
d′p
}
, {µ′m}, {Cm}, ε
Output: {φk}
1 repeat
2 µm ← µ′m, m = 1, . . . , ⌈K/τp⌉;
3 for 1 ≤ p ≤ Kp do
4 m∗ = argminm
∥∥d′p −µm∥∥22;
5 Cm∗ ← Cm∗ ∪ {p};
6 for 1 ≤ m ≤ ⌈K/τp⌉ do
7 µ′m ← 1|Cm|
∑
p∈Cm
d′p;
8 until maxm ‖µ′m −µm‖22 < ε.;
9 µm ← µ′m, m = 1, . . . , ⌈K/τp⌉;
10 Cm ← ∅, m = 1, . . . , ⌈K/τp⌉;
11 LUE ← {1, . . . , K};
12 for 1 ≤ m ≤ ⌈K/τp⌉ do
13 Cm = arg sortk∈LUE‖diag (dk)A·k −µm‖22;
14 /* I = arg sorti∈Sxi denotes the index set of the entries in {xi : i ∈ S}, which are sorted in
ascending order. */
15 Cm ← Cm|1,...,τp;
16 LUE ← LUE/Cm;
17 {φk : k ∈ C1} ←
{
φ1, . . . ,φτp
}
;
18 for 2 ≤ m ≤ ⌈K/τp⌉ do
19 C′1 ← C1;
20 C′m ← Cm;
21 repeat
22 Li ← ∅ : i ∈ C′m;
23 for k ∈ C′1 do
24 i∗ = argmaxi∈C′mDisik;
25 Li∗ ← Li∗ ∪ {k};
26 for (i ∈ C′m) ∩ (|Li| 6= 0) do
27 if |Li| = 1 then
28 φi ← φLi;
29 C′1 ← C′1/Li;
30 else if |Li| > 1 then
31 k∗ = argmaxk′∈LiDisik′ ;
32 φi ← φk∗;
33 C′1 ← C′1/ {k∗};
34 C′m ← C′m/ {i};
35 until C′m = ∅.;
36 final;
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Fig. 4. A cell-free massive MIMO network with User-Group pilot assignment, where 9 UEs are separated into 5 groups. UEs in the same
group share the same pilot.
possible, it operates in the cluster level, or the centroid level. There is still a risk that several cluster-edge
UEs served by similar subsets of APs share the same pilot, like UEs sharing Pilot 3 in Fig. 3. In order
to further suppress the pilot contamination, we need to separate the UEs sharing the same pilot as far as
possible directly at the UE level, which could not be achieved by the above K-means-type pilot assignment
scheme since it is centroid-centric. To solve this issue, we propose the following pilot assignment scheme
in a user-centric manner.
C. User-Group Pilot Assignment Scheme
The User-Group pilot assignment aims to assign mutually orthogonal pilots to the UEs served by
similar subsets of APs. The key difference from the IB-KM pilot assignment is that the User-Group pilot
assignment finds the UEs having the minimum intersections of Mi, (1 ≤ i ≤ K), then put them into the
same group, and assign this group an orthogonal pilot, as shown in Fig. 4.
This is reasonable since as we can see in (1), pilot contamination occurs when several UEs that share
the same pilot are communicating with the same AP. In other words, based on the proposed AP selection
procedure in Section III, the fewer common serving APs the UEs have, the less pilot contamination would
be caused if these UEs share the same pilot. Based on point, our proposed User-Group pilot assignment
scheme operates through the following steps.
1) The CPU collects the AP selection results {Mk} achieved in Section III and structures a matrix
S ∈ RL×K , which only keeps the strongest serving relationships between APs and UEs indicated in
{Akl}. Matrix S is constructed by first sorting the large-scale fading coefficient {βij} whose indices
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Fig. 5. An example of User-Group pilot assignment consisting of 5 UEs and 9 APs. (a) Matrix S: AP-UE serving relationship; (b) Matrix
T: UE-UE interference relationship; (c) Matrix G: UE-UE grouping relationship.
(i, j) with Aij = 1, in descending order, as
A¯ = {βij : Aij = 1} . (47)
Then, we keep the first
⌈
δ
∣∣A¯∣∣⌉ βijs as A˜, where 0 < δ ≤ 1 is a predetermined threshold determining
how many serving relationships will be kept in the matrix S, which affects the number of the groups.
Finally, the matrix S is constructed as
Sij =


1 if βij ∈ A˜
0 otherwise
(48)
2) In order to reveal the inter-user interference relationship among K UEs, a matrix T ∈ RK×K is
structured as
T = STS. (49)
The zero-valued entries Tik of the matrix T indicates that UE k and UE i are served by fewest
common APs, i.e.,M′k ∩M′i = ∅, whereM′k is the set with the nonzero entries in the kth column
of S. In other words, if UE k wants to form a group to share a pilot, UE i could be a potential
member. Note that M′k ⊂Mk is only used for user-grouping. Moreover, T is a symmetric matrix,
thus we only focus on the entries above the main diagonal.
3) A matrix G ∈ R(K−1)×(K−1) is structured for the following grouping procedure, where the entries
in each row of G are the column indices of the zero entries in the corresponding row of T, in
ascending order. For better elaboration, we present a simple example in Fig. 5, which consists of 5
UEs and 9 APs. It can be observed that the nonzero entries in the first row of matrix G are {3, 4, 5},
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TABLE II
REFERENCE INITIAL VALUE OF δ USED IN BISECTION METHOD (K = 40).
τp = 4 τp = 6 τp = 8 τp = 10
L = 121 0.24 0.27 0.30 0.32
L = 196 0.21 0.23 0.25 0.27
which are the column indices in the first row of matrix T.
4) We denote by LUE ⊂ {1, . . . , K} the set of indices belonging to the UEs which are available to be
selected as members of a group. When a UE is forming a group or has been selected as member
of another UE, the index of this UE is removed from LUE.
We denote by Gmk ⊂ {1, . . . , K} the set of indices belonging to the UEs which are the members
of the mth group, which is formed by UE k. Gmk should satisfy
M′i ∩M′j = ∅, ∀i, j ∈ Gmk . (50)
By denoting the set of the nonzero entries in the kth row of matrixG as Rk, the equivalent constraint
in (50) can be depicted as if (i, j ∈ Rk) ∩ (j /∈ Ri), then j /∈ Gmk .
Note that the last UE, i.e., UE K needs to be dealt with as a special case since the diagonal
entries of matrix T are always positive. If UE K is not selected by any group until the end of the
grouping procedure, it forms a group by its own. The algorithm initiates with LUE = {1, . . . , K}
and {Gm = ∅}, where |{Gm}| ≤ K.
The grouping procedure separates the K UEs into M disjoint groups for a given threshold δ, thus we
need to adjust δ to achieve M = τp. Bisection method could be applied on δ to obtain the desired M = τp
dynamically, since |Mk|, k = 1, . . . , K reduces (i.e., the circle in Fig. 4 shrinks) as the threshold δ
reduces, which increase the chance ofM′i∩M′k = ∅, ∀i, k ∈ {1, . . . , K}. We give some reference initial
value of δ used in bisection method with several setups in Table II. The pseudo code of this algorithm is
Algorithm 3.
D. Online Complexity Analysis
The random pilot assignment operates over K UEs where each UE randomly chooses a pilot, hence,
the corresponding complexity is O(K). IB-KM operates in two steps, i.e., locating ⌈K/τp⌉ centroids and
assigning K UEs to these clusters. Since the locations of the centroids are determined by the geographic
locations of the APs, which is a-priori known at the CPU, the first step of IB-KM could be finished
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offline before the transmission commences, and can therefore be neglected when counting the online
complexity. The complexity of IB-KM depends on the second step, in which each UE selects its centroid
based on the distances between it and all ⌈K/τp⌉ centroids. Each UE in C1 finds one unique UE from
each of the other ⌈K/τp⌉− 1 clusters to share its pilot. Therefore, the complexity of the IB-KM becomes
O (K2/τp + τ 2p (⌈K/τp⌉ − 1)). User-Group requires computation of the matrices S, T, and G. Note that
only the entries above the main diagonal of matrix T are exploited to construct the matrix G. Therefore,
the complexity of User-Group becomes O (KL+K2L+K/2). For the considered massive access cell-
free massive MIMO system, the number of pilots is far smaller than the number of APs and UEs, i.e.,
L ≈ K ≫ τp is satisfied. Thus, the IB-KM scheme has a much more attractive complexity scaling than
the User-Group scheme.
V. SCALABLE FRACTIONAL POWER CONTROL
In practical implementations, a power control policy with scalability and low complexity is needed.
Inspired by [33], we propose a scalable fractional power control policy for data transmission, which
locally minimizes the variance of the large-scale signal-interference ration (SIR), i.e.,
SIRk =
pk
( ∑
l∈Mk
βkl
)2
K∑
i=1,i 6=k
pi
∑
l∈Mk
βklβil
. (51)
Note that (51) is derived from [33, Eq. (18)], where the local-average desired signal power only consists
of the large-scale fading coefficients of the APs selected by UE k.
Lemma 3. The data transmission power pk for UE k is
pk =
η( ∑
l∈Mk
βkl
)θ p¯, (52)
where the scaling η is given by
η = min
1≤i≤K
(∑
l∈Mi
βil
)θ
, (53)
and the parameter θ ∈ [0, 1] indicates the extent to which the range of the received powers is compressed.
Smaller values of θ favor the average SIR and larger values of θ promote more fairness.
Proof: It follows the similar approach as in [33, App. A], but for the local-average desired signal
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Algorithm 3: User-Group Pilot Assignment Algorithm.
Input: {Rk}, LUE, {Gm}, τp, δ, δmin, δmax
Output: {Gm : m ∈ {1, . . . , K}}
1 repeat
2 F ← 1;
3 m← 0;
4 repeat
5 m← m+ 1;
6 i∗ ← LUE (1);
7 if i∗ = K then
8 Gm ← {K};
9 F ← 0;
10 Gm ← {i∗};
11 LUE ← LUE/ {i∗};
12 Rk ←Rk/ {i∗} , ∀k ∈ LUE;
13 repeat
14 j∗ ←Ri∗ (1);
15 if j∗ = K then
16 F ← 0;
17 Gm ← Gm ∪ {j∗};
18 Ri∗ ← Ri∗ ∩ Rj∗;
19 LUE ← LUE/ {j∗};
20 Rk ←Rk/ {j∗} , ∀k ∈ LUE;
21 until Ri∗ = ∅;
22 until LUE = ∅;
23 if F = 1 then
24 m← m+ 1;
25 Gm ← {K};
26 M ← m;
27 if M = τp then
28 for 1 ≤ m ≤ M do
29 φk ← φm, k ∈ Gm;
30 break;
31 else if G < τp then
32 δmin ← δ;
33 else
34 δmax ← δ;
35 δ ← (δmin + δmax) /2;
36 until break;
37 final;
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power as
∑
l∈Mk
βkl.
VI. NUMERICAL EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the proposed massive access framework and validate the closed-form SE
expressions provided in Lemma 2. We consider a setup with L = 100 APs and where K UEs are
independently and uniformly distributed in a 0.5 km × 0.5 km square coverage area. The APs could be
deployed on a square grid or randomly; all APs are equipped with half-wavelength-spaced uniform linear
arrays with N = 4 antennas. We apply the wrap-around technique to approximate an infinitely large
network with 1600 antennas/km2.
We apply the access and AP selection algorithm proposed in Section III when the UEs access the
network. Pilots are assigned according to the pilot assignment schemes described in Section IV. The 3GPP
Urban Microcell model in [34, Tab. B.1.2.1-1] is used to compute the large-scale propagation conditions,
such as pathloss and shadow fading. Beyond that, we adopt the same system setup parameters as in [12],
where the maximum UE transmit power is p¯ = 100 mW, the bandwidth is 20 MHz, and the coherence
blocks contain τc = 200 channel uses, which could be achieved by 2 ms coherence time and 100 kHz
coherence bandwidth (there are many possible combinations). Unless specified, τp = 10 channel uses are
utilized for uplink pilots and the remainder is used for downlink data. Each UE transmits the pilot signal
with full power pk = p¯, and exploits the power control during the uplink data transmission. In the figures,
we use “User-Group”, “IB-KM”, “GB-KM”, “Random”, “Switch”, and “Scalable” to denote the User-
Group pilot assignment, IB-KM pilot assignment, GB-KM pilot assignment, random pilot assignment,
random pilot switch, and the initial access and pilot assignment scheme proposed in [16], respectively.
In order to evaluate the performance of our proposed scalable initial access algorithm, we first consider
a benchmark algorithm where each AP serves the τp UEs with the strongest channel conditions. To mimic
a practical scenario, we consider the random deployment of APs in this comparison. Fig. 6 compares
the proposed initial access algorithm and benchmark algorithm in 95%-likely SE with K = 40 and
K = 60 UEs. The first observation is that the proposed initial access algorithm outperforms the benchmark
algorithm, for all the four considered pilot assignment schemes and in both setups (K = 40 and K = 60).
The reason is that the competition mechanism in the proposed initial access algorithm allows each UE to
be served by as many APs as possible, at the precondition of satisfying Assumption 1. When comparing
Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b), we notice that the advantage of the proposed competition mechanism gets less
prominent when the number of UEs gets larger, and each UE can only get limited service for both
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Fig. 6. 95%-likely SE with different combinations of initial access algorithms, pilot assignment schemes, and numbers of UEs (LP-MMSE
combining, P-LSFD, θ = 1).
Fig. 7. SE per UE with different combinations of pilot assignment schemes and numbers of UEs (LP-MMSE combining, P-LSFD, θ = 1).
cases due to the high UE density. When the APs are deployed on a square grid, the advantage of the
competition mechanism compared with the benchmark becomes limited; however, the sum SE of the
network is improved by the reduction of the low-rate UEs. Therefore, we apply the grid deployment for
the APs in the following numerical results.
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Fig. 7 depicts the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the SE per UE when the LP-MMSE
combining and the proposed P-LSFD in (18) are applied. We compare the proposed User-Group pilot
assignment scheme and IB-KM pilot assignment scheme with three benchmarks, which are the GB-
KM pilot assignment, random pilot assignment, and the scheme proposed in [16], respectively. In both
setups (k = 50 and K = 100), It can be observed from Fig. 7(a) that the User-Group and IB-KM
schemes achieve better performance than the benchmarks except the Scalable scheme, which provides
better performance than IB-KM scheme while falls behind User-Group scheme. More specifically, Fig. 7(b)
shows that compared with GB-KM, User-Group achieves 14.2% and 22.4% improvement in 95%-likely
SE for the cases of K = 50 and K = 100, respectively; IB-KM achieves 5.1% and 5.9% improvement in
95%-likely SE in these two setups, respectively. Moreover, compared with Scalable, User-Group achieves
2.3% and 8.1% improvement in 95%-likely SE in these two setups, respectively. When comparing the two
setups, we observe that the large density of UEs benefits the improvement of the proposed User-Group
and IB-KM schemes. The reason behind this is the User-Group and IB-KM schemes are dedicated to
suppressing the inter-user interference, which is much stronger in a massive access scenario.
K = 30 K = 40 K = 50 K = 60
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3
3.5
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Fig. 8. 95%-likely SE with different combinations of data decoding strategies and numbers of UEs (LP-MMSE combining, User-Group
pilot assignment, θ = 1).
The performance of the proposed P-LSFD is evaluated through Fig. 8. Since we focus on the perfor-
mance loss of P-LSFD comparing with LSFD, we consider the 95%-likely SE of the User-Group scheme
with LP-MMSE combining for the setups of K = 30, 40, 50, 60 UEs, respectively. Among these four
setups, we notice that the P-LSFD achieves roughly the same 95%-likely SE. The performance loss of
P-LSFD compared to LSFD increases as the number of UEs increases, due to the fact that each AP can
only serve a maximum of number of UEs, thus an increasing number of UEs leads to fewer serving APs
per UE. However, the largest performance loss in this comparison is only 1.8% when K = 60, which
implies that the scalability on P-LSFD can be achieved with a negligible performance loss.
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Fig. 9. Fairness and average SE with different combinations of pilot assignment schemes and power control parameters, (LP-MMSE
combining, P-LSFD, K = 50).
Fig. 9 illustrates the proposed scalable fractional power control policy in fairness and average SE
for the setup of K = 50, respectively. Note that the scalable fractional power control policy comprises
the so-called equal power allocation by letting θ = 0. Furthermore, the fairness is measured by the
difference between the maximum and minimum values of the SE, i.e., SEmax−SEmin. It can be observed
from Fig. 7(a) that larger values of θ promotes more fairness among the UEs. Since for one UE, the
disadvantage in the large-scale fading coefficients between its serving APs will be compensated with the
transmission power. According to (52), the larger the value of θ is, the lager the compensation is. Another
observation is that SEmax − SEmin is insensitive with respect to the number of UEs. Moreover, Fig. 7(b)
shows that smaller values of θ improves the average SE since the transmission power of each UE in the
network approaches to the maximum power p¯ as θ → 0. It is clear to see that the average SE decreases
as the number of UEs increases, because the strong inter-user interference caused by the high density of
UEs accessing the network with limited pilots. When comparing the four pilot assignment schemes, it is
clear that the proposed User-Group and IB-KM schemes outperform the GB-KM and random methods in
both terms of UEs fairness and average SE.
Since we have demonstrated the proposed scalable P-LSFD strategy, fractional power control policy,
and pilot assignment schemes perform well with LP-MMSE combining, the following results focus on
the performance with MR combining, the impact of the number of the pilots, and the tightness of the
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Fig. 10. SE per UE with different combinations of pilot assignment schemes and numbers of UEs (MR combining, P-LSFD, θ = 0).
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Fig. 11. 95%-likely SE with different combinations of pilot assignment schemes and numbers of pilots (MR combining, P-LSFD, K = 50,
θ = 0).
closed-form SE expression provided in Lemma 2, which are marked with “(User-Group*)” in Fig. 10. The
curve “Switch” is plotted based on the analytical results obtained from Corollary 1. The first observation is
that the performance gap between the random pilot switching and other pilot assignment schemes is large.
The reason is that the strong mutual interference only occasionally occurs when two pilot-sharing UEs
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are close to each other, when the random pilot assignment is used; however, in random pilot switching,
all UEs are subject to strong pilot contamination part of the time. Each UE switches its pilot sequence
randomly over blocks and consequently nearby UEs are possibly sharing the same pilots. It is significant
that the analytical results from Lemma 2 achieve remarkable tightness compared with the simulation
results. Compared with Fig. 7, it can be observed that LP-MMSE combining achieves much better SE
performance than the one of MR combining due to the advanced signal processing. Moreover, Fig. 11
demonstrates the impact of the number of pilots, in which we can observe the improved user fairness and
the 95%-likely SE with more pilot resources, i.e., in the setup of τp = 25. Since the bottleneck of the
performance improvement is the strong pilot contamination caused by the pilot resource limitation, every
UE in the system could obtain better service when this limitation is alleviated.
VII. CONCLUSION
When scalability is considered in the uplink of cell-free massive MIMO systems, structured massive
access provides a new opportunity to achieve higher SE to more users. The bottleneck of structured
massive access, i.e., the pilot contamination caused by pilot sharing, was much relieved by the proposed
scalable initial access algorithm, User-Group, and IB-KM pilot assignment schemes in our framework.
The SE with LP-MMSE and MR combining was considered to evaluate this framework, where the user
density and fairness among UEs were taken into account. Two new closed-form SE expressions with MR
combining were derived. Although the analysis focused on the uplink, similar results could be expected
in the downlink due to the channel reciprocity. Since the proposed schemes make use of the geometry,
they can also be applied in cases with multi-antenna UEs, but the exact details are left for future work.
They can also be applied in a wider class of fading distributions than Rayleigh fading.
The simulation results show that our proposed framework performs well compared to the state-of-the-
art. Specifically, our proposed initial access algorithm enables each UE to be served by as many APs as
possible at the precondition of scalability. Compared with the optimal LSFD, the 95%-likely SE reduces as
the user density increases when using the proposed P-LSFD, but it is marginal (1.7% when K = 60) and
thus an acceptable price of scalability. By actively suppressing the inter-user interference, the proposed
User-Group and IB-KM pilot schemes offer 22.4% and 5.9% improvement in 95%-likely SE, compared
to GB-KM scheme (K = 100), respectively; User-Group scheme offers 8.1% improvement in 95%-likely
SE compared to Scalable scheme (K = 100). Moreover, the User-Group algorithm is performed in a
user-centric manner, which makes it capable of offering higher SE performance than IB-KM, especially
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when the scenario gets dense. Finally, the proposed scalable fractional power control provides the trade-off
of the fairness among the users and the average SE.
This paper provides a feasible solution for structured massive access in cell-free massive MIMO systems.
Although we focus on the SE performance with user density and fairness into account, it is straightforward
to generalize the framework to also study other important factors, such as energy efficiency, hardware
impairment, limited fronthaul capacity, etc.
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